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ABOUT YOZA CELLPHONE STORIES 
Yoza cellphone stories are stories for you to read, review and comment on, all on your 
cellphone.  

Read this story at www.yoza.mobi/stories/34/ or on MXit at MXit Cares > mobiBooks > Yoza. 
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FORWARD 
1 April 2011 

I know that writing in library books is not cool, but I think that under exceptional circumstances 
it can add something to the story. And the circumstances that have brought me to scribble these 
words in the blank front pages of this book are quite extraordinary.  

Fate has brought me full circle, and I’m back at a school I used to go to years ago. Today, 
keeping a low profile in the school library, I stumbled upon this story that was written about 
me.  

When I saw the faded cover – ‘Stories from the class of ‘1982’ – I almost smiled as I 
remembered the unusual group of boys from that year that had invited me to join their group. 
I’ve never really had friends, and they made quite an impression on me. And when I paged 
through the book and came across ‘Perfect Teeth’ I realised that I’d made a big impact on them 
too.  

It’s strange reading a story that somebody else wrote about me – especially because it’s not the 
whole story. It’s not the writer’s fault that he missed out on the really interesting parts – how 
could he have known?  

Maybe one day those boys will come back here and find the hand-scrawled notes I’ve added in 
ballpoint pen that tell my version of events. Or maybe their children will come to this school one 
day, find this book as accidentally as I did, and take it home to show their dads. Who knows if 
the truth will come out?  

But if you’re reading this I guess you, at least, will find out my secret. If you know these guys 
please show them what I’ve written. And tell them I’m back. For now. 

John 

CHAPTER 1 
Steven wanted to be a dentist. It was pretty much the first thing he told us when we were all 
bunched together in the dusty classroom on our first day of high school. A couple of weeks later 
when we were invited over to his house we saw that this was not an idle remark. 

Where our bedroom walls were decorated with posters of pop stars and footballers, Steven had 
diagrams setting out tooth implementations and anatomical drawings of the jaw with brightly 
coloured nerves, muscle, blood vessels and bones. And then there were, of course, teeth – real 
and false.  

Where we had shelves of plastic dinosaurs and superhero figurines from cornflake boxes, 
Steven had plaster casts of jawbones, gums and teeth grinning down at us. The instruments were 
locked away in glass cabinets and only his parents had the key. 
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“They don’t exactly encourage my interest,” Steven shrugged, explaining his parents take on all 
this. “They just tolerate it. But Dad says the instruments are a sort of collection, and too 
expensive for me to play with.” 

Of course, we tried to pick the locks, but the spikes, saws and drill heads remained — 
tantalisingly — out of reach. 

We didn’t really see Steven’s interest as strange. We all had our own interests — drawing, 
electronics, collecting beer caps — that each appeared obscure to anyone else. DIY Dentistry 
was just something that had never crossed our horizon before. And if Steven didn’t see it as 
weird, or no weirder than Andy showing us his Eastern-Block beer caps all laid out neatly on 
cork boards with little hand-written labels, why should it bother us? 

Reader comments 
Here are some comments left by readers at www.yoza.mobi/stories/34/  

I lyk d story ja,n dat guy z impresing me by jst hvn hs own difrnt goal/dream.its intresthng i 
cnt wait 2 gt 2d end. HONIE  

Its a very interesting intro,certainly got me to read the whole story. I loved the ending it was 
really unexpected.overall i think it wud make a great book! Pittpoodle 

if you can dream it,you can live it!thats are my words to live by! an its a good story so far. 
BLACK COFFEE!  

CHAPTER 2 
I suppose that, in our own way, we were all collectively strange. The bunch that no one picked 
for his side at football or hockey – and that was the glue that held us together.  

Besides that, it must be admitted that Steven had some really good stuff: sweets that stained 
your teeth bright red — well, technically, not your teeth, just the plaque, but the result was often 
the same. It took a few days good brushing to get it off. Well, most of it anyway. He had 
effervescent tablets that turned the canteen drinking water into that exact same pink mixture that 
the dentist gives you to rinse your mouth out after scraping around inside, and guaranteed to 
make us splutter and spit it out when the taste slowly percolated through and met the memory of 
our last checkup. 

Then there was the event that became the rite of passage into our group of misfits and outcasts: 
making a mould of your teeth. 

It was inevitable that one of us, seeing the plaster casts on the shelf by Steven’s bed, would ask 
how they were done. It was just as inevitable that a few minutes later Steven would be mixing 
up various powders and liquids, and pouring them into a horseshoe-shaped contraption. 

It wasn’t dangerous. At least, I imagined it wasn’t. But it did make us feel vaguely 
uncomfortable, and appeared sufficiently disturbing that we all in turn volunteered each other to 
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go first until, at last, Andy said he was game. And that’s how it began. But we all had our turn 
in time. 

For me, the hardest part to overcome was the the gagging reflex that set in when I bit down into 
the acrid blue resin jelly and it flowed out, up and around, over teeth, gums and tongue. That’s 
when my nose filled with what I imagined were fumes from the warm paste. And I seemed to 
suddenly be drowning in my own saliva. 

Once we’d all done it, we all agreed that things generally got better when Steven reminded you 
that you could actually breathe and swallow, normally. 

Whenever he did this procedure Steven would watch the second hand trotting round the dial of 
his watch, mouthing the quarters, before poking the setting goo to check its consistency. Then, 
when he gave the nod, we’d try to prise our jaws apart. 

As the seal around gums and teeth was pretty solid, it felt like the goo would never come off, 
and there would be a lot of giggling at the patient’s expressions and grimaces. Steven would 
jiggle the handle that stuck out beyond his patient’s front teeth like some metallic duck’s bill, 
turning and twisting it most professionally and murmuring encouragements. And, then, with an 
awful sucking slurp, it would come free. 

It was the same every time. The first initiate would revel in retelling the gross sensation of 
having this evil-smelling plastic slug invade his mouth, while the others waited their turn with 
mixed trepidation and excitement. Raucous laughter greeted the suggestions of the other body 
parts that could receive the same treatment. 

The next part of the proceedings was less thrilling. Steven measured and mixed the plaster of 
paris, prepared the cast, and then poured the plaster into the mould.  

It get even less exciting when he said we’d have to wait an hour while the plaster set real solid. 
But the next time we visited his room we got to marvel at our toothy grins labelled and lined up 
on the shelf. We were all perfectly happy with the result, even wanting one as a trophy until 
Steven passed an expert eye over them, pointing out here a gap, here a filling, and there a 
completely misaligned incisor. We were, he told us, mediocre specimens for his collection. 

It didn’t matter. We were all friends, a group bonded by the common experience of being able 
to see our teeth on Steven’s shelf. 

So when John* joined the school one day in the middle of term, and then came to sit down on 
the bench overlooking the hockey pitch, we all inspected his teeth in a sort of enlightened-
amateur way. 

Unlike us — too gawky, ill-coordinated and just too ‘different’ to be chosen for the various 
teams — John had a medical note excusing him from sports, and thus the indignity of changing 
into shorts and a T-shirt, to end up doing nothing but sitting and chatting, unneeded, on the 
sidelines for 45 minutes. 

We looked over at him, said ‘Hi’ and then turned to Steven for his professional opinion. 

“They look perfect,” he declared. “Dunno what he’s got, but it certainly hasn’t affected his 
teeth.” 
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This was the remark that set everything in motion.  

We shuffled along, making space and asking him all the usual questions you ask someone who 
arrives after the start of term: Where are you from? You don’t happen to have any beer caps 
from there, do you? What team do you support? What’s your favourite group? Have you ever 
built a crystal set? 

Apart from his teeth, John was pretty ordinary. As ordinary as his name in fact. He’d arrived 
because his parents had to move often for their jobs. As to what they did, they were researchers 
or something. That was nonetheless a pretty curious job, and sounded different to an accountant, 
assistant manager, lorry driver, dentist and — I suppose — teacher, which were about all the 
other jobs we knew offhand, anyway. John didn’t really know what the work entailed. Except 
moving. They seemed to be doing that all the time, he said.  

Overall he was vague about everything. Quiet, slow. A bit not there. His last school? All right. 
This one? OK. Not doing sport? Doesn’t really bother me. He was made of Teflon. Nothing 
stuck. Everything just slipped off and around him. Like to come over to Steven’s after school? 
Sure. Why not? 

After a generous tea of buns and biscuits and sticky cakes, served by Steven’s mum along the 
counter in the kitchen – “You had sport this afternoon, didn’t you? Must be ravenous, poor 
things?” (If only she knew…) – we set off for Steven’s room. 

Once there, seated on and around his bed, we shared Steven’s collection with John as if it was 
our own, pointing out favourite pieces and particularly gruesome details, and then inviting him 
to make his contribution to the grinning teeth on the shelf.  

We giggled and tapped each other on the shoulders and made vomiting gestures as Steven 
prepared the bright blue goo — the vivid colour was easier to see if a bit stuck to your gums, he 
had explained — and trowelled it into the stainless steel horseshoe device. 

“Now clamp down tight until I say it’s OK,” he said, manoeuvering it into John’s gaping mouth. 
“And don’t forget to breathe. Off we go — Bite!” 

John showed none of the signs of discomfort or even panic that we had each experienced. He 
didn’t sweat, or turn bright red. His eyes didn’t bulge. He didn’t forget to breathe or swallow. 
He just sat with his hands on his lap, the metal prong sticking out of his mouth. And waited. 

Steven was busy looking at his watch and so didn’t notice our disappointment. His interest was 
purely professional. 

“Time’s up,” he proclaimed. “I’ll just jiggle this —” He took hold of the prong. “— and you try 
to open your mouth. It won’t come at first and I’ll have to wiggle it again. Don’t worry, it 
always works like that…” 

Steven gave a gentle tug. The blue plastic came away immediately. So did half of John’s jaw, 
looking just like the diagrams on the wall. 

Our screams brought Steven’s mother running up the stairs.  
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John’s parents got to Steven’s house so fast they even beat the ambulance Steven’s mother had 
also called. John’s dad gently pieced John’s jaw and head back together, and then held them fast 
with both hands. Together, John’s parents helped him into the back of their car. “We’ll take him 
straight to the hospital ourselves – it will be faster,” said his mother. And then they sped off, 
leaving us standing horrified in the cloud of dust the racing wheels created. 

When we called the hospital later to find out how John was they didn’t know who we were 
talking about. John and his family had never arrived.  

John never came back to school, and we never saw or heard of him again. Well not in the flesh. 
But we all still see him every night, as nightmares of his perfect teeth haunt our sleep. 

END NOTE 
 

(Added by John) I woke. The hastily packed car sped through the drizzling night. In the front 
seat the two people I’d got used to thinking of as my parents were arguing in hoarse, hushed 
voices. There were bandages wrapped tightly around my jaw and lower face, so I couldn’t have 
said anything even if I’d wanted to. So I just listened. My jaw didn’t hurt. That’s part of the 
problem when you’re already dead. It’s so easy to damage your body doing sport and other 
things. 

I looked out of the rain-speckled window and waited. I knew I had all the time in the world. 

THE END 

Reader comments 
Here are some comments left by readers at www.yoza.mobi/stories/34/  

W0w.... Defnitely s0mething different... 

I've read a lotta Yoza stories. This is undoubtedly the best I've read so far. good job keep it 2 
whoever wrote this. it is very descriptive but I would suggest more flesh 2 the skeleton 
(not literaly). Frankenstein 

I w0uld have l0ved to be there to pers0nally experience the wh0le thing. I must say the writer 
had my eyes l0cked* to the screen. I enj0yed it. Sh0rt th0ugh. 

What do you think? 

How did this story make you feel? Anyone in the mood for a routine visit to the dentist?  

To answer this question, or to leave your own comment, go to www.yoza.mobi/stories/34/  


